case study The Beacon

Clarke Infinity Shining a Light at The Beacon
The Background: Jean and David Cooper wanted
to realise a life ambition of building their dream
home, creating the perfect party pad where they
could entertain friends and have fun. The couple
called in Clarke Infinity, when the shell of the house
was barely up, to help with their vision.

The Challenge: To provide Mr and Mrs Cooper
with lighting control throughout their brand new
house, amazing sound in every room, perfect
Wi-Fi and the cinema they always dreamed of all
for a budget of £60,000. The systems had to be
simple to operate as it would not only be used
by the retired couple but friends and family of all
ages. The systems needed to be reliable and of
high impact visual to further enhance the buildings
innovative design as well as being cost effective.

“The customer is over the moon
with the solutions we designed
and installed which delivers the
wow factor, is simple to use
and is on budget.”
Simon Clarke, Founder, Clarke Infinity
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Our Services
• Site visit and survey
• Liaison with clients, interior designers,
architects and contractors
• Bespoke design, quotations and
installation by expert team
• Audio Visual systems
• Lighting
• Automation and control
• Security installations
• Home Theatre
• Telecommunication
• Full System Support
• User Training
• Turn-Key Solutions
Clarke Infinity Ltd
Unit 4 Radford Business Centre
Radford Crescent
Billericay CM12 0DP
T: 01277 624444
E: info@clarkeinfinity.com
www.clarkeinfinity.com

The Solution: Clarke Infinity have high-end
technical knowledge enabling them to design,
source and implement state of the art solutions
choosing the right products to best fit the
client’s needs. Just one such example is the
Lutron lighting which was chosen so the couple
could enjoy automated control making it easy
to switch lights off from one location like the
bedroom or exit door saving time and energy.
The Pre-programmed lighting means with one
switch of a button the room is perfect for yoga,
a party or a drink at the Cooper’s bespoke bar!

The Equipment
• Lutron lighting and blinds
• Luxul Wi-fi
• Sony projector and Stewart Cinema screen
• Bowers and Wilkins speakers
• Crestron control system
• RTI Remote
• Crestron Sonnex power amplification

“We are thrilled with the work delivered
by Clarke Infinity! From our initial meeting
to talk about our aspirations through to
the design and the installers who were
on-site for weeks we were hugely
impressed with their professionalism and
expertise. We would highly recommend
them – they listen and deliver!”
Jean Cooper, The Beacon

